Abstract. Analysis of the cell electrophysiology is important for biomedical study. To monitor the cell electrophysiology from different sides, this article produced to design an integrated sensor for measuring the extracellular potential and cell impedance synchronously. To design a fit sensor for acquiring accurate and effective experiment data, infinite element simulation of electric field of electrode was used to ensure the electrode form, size and distribution. Integrated sensor for measuring the extracellular potential and cell impedance can obtain multiple electrophysiological parameters synchronously and it is very important in drug analysis, drug effect evaluation, environmental monitoring, food safety supervision, and other biomedical domain.
Introduction
Cell is the basic structure unit of the living organisms, and the physiological function and biochemical reaction in body proceed on the cells and their products. Thus, in the field of the cell and tissue engineering research, drug evaluation, microorganism fermentation engineering research and environmental monitoring, monitoring and analyzing cellular bioactivity, growing status and their surrounding is very important. If studying the cell or tissue from the view of engineering, electrophysiological characteristics of the cell is the comparative maturity and perfect parameter, such as cellular voltage, current and impedance.
Classic analysis of electrophysiological characteristics may destroy the membranal structure and disturb the intracellular environment in most cases, which appears powerless on revealing the information under the cells. The development of the micro-manufacturing technology such as Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) make the lab on a chip possible [1] . The cell-based biosensor is a lab on a chip for detecting and analyzing the basic function of the cellular information by cell-coupling on device. At present, the cell-based sensors include Micro-Electrode Array (MEA), Electric Cell-Substrate Impedance Sensing (ECIS), Light Addressable Potentiometric Sensor (LAPS), and so on. MEA is the main method for detecting the excellular electrophysiological characteristics. And ECIS has obvious advantages in monitoring the cellular form and enviornment. Whether MEA or ECIS appears singular as a detecting method, thus an integrated sensor synthesizing the function of MEA and ECIS is advanced in this article.
To acquire multiple electrophysiological parameters such as the extracellular potential and the cell impedance synchronously, a dual-sensor is advanced which can be used to study the relationship of the extracellular potential and the cell impedance with time. In view of small cell scale, biocompatibility and coupling between cells and electrodes, finite element method (FEM) will is used to simulate the electrode shape, size and distribution of the integrated sensor. Then, the final design scheme of the integrated sensor will be confirmed according to the simulation result.
Electrode-parameters Choice
Most parts of cells are about 5μm high and 30-50μm wide when they are growing on the electrodes [2, 3] . Here, cells were taken as cylinders with 5μm high in diameter at 30μm, and the electrodes were designed as the square electrodes with 40μm width. To apprehend the affection of the electrode shape and scale on measurement, the electrode spacing was set 20m and 40m. In this article, Au was chose as the material of the electrodes during design and simulation.
Electrode Simulation
Finite element analysis is a mathematical approach for simulating actual system, which is widely used in cell simulation [4] and electrode impedance simulation [5, 6, 7, 8] . According to the idea from Buitenweg [7] and Huang [8] , electrode impedance simulation was made at electrode covered by single cell. When electric field of different frequencies was given at cell, electric distribution changed because of cell. Especially, under frequencies of 100 kHz, cellular impediment on electric field appeared obviously. Figure 1 was the normalized electric distribution when the electrode spacing was 20m (figure1 (a)) and 40m (figure1 (b)). Both figure1 (a) and (b) show that the electrical field strength was weaken gradually with the increase of distance from the electrode. When distance was close to 30μm the electrical field strength droped to below 1000V/m. And when distance approached to about 100μm the electrical field strength was basically down to zero. Figure1 (a) and (b) also indicated that the electrical field strength reached maximum at the edge of electrode. When the electrode width was equal to the distance between two electrodes, the electrical field strength at the middle point of the electrode was approximately equal to that at the middle point between two electrodes. When the distance between two electrodes decreases like figure 1 (a) , the electrical field strength greatly enhanced, especially that between electrodes.
Electrode Design
To measure extracellular potential and cell impedance synchronously, an integrated sensor including two kinds of electrode was designed which is shown as figure 2. In the middle of figure 2, electrode array was arranged. And on either side the interdigital electrodes were laid out. According to the simulation results, the electrode width was set 40μm and the distance between interdigital electrodes was also 40μm. 
Conclusion
The distribution of the electrical field strength is related to the electrode width and the distance between electrodes. Moreover, cell also will effect the electrical field distribution because of cellular obstructive effects on the electrical field. Hence, these contributory factors need to be considered during the electrode design for feasible electrode width and spacing.
Summary and Prospect
The integrated sensor designed in this article can be used for drug analysis and evaluation, environmental monitoring, food safety supervision, and so on. measuring the extracellular potential and cell impedance.
In this article, infinite element simulation of the electric field is used to determine the electrode form, size and distribution of the integrated sensor. This integrated sensor can obtain the extracellular potential and cell impedance synchronously and is significant for drug analysis, drug effect evaluation, environmental monitoring, food safety supervision, and so on. However, the sensor design is the basic work. Further experiments need to be developed for performance testing and application of the integrated sensor.
